FROM THE GROUND UP VOL 1-13

EAA, in conjunction with Discovery Channel International, presents all 13 episodes of the television series From the Ground Up on 3 DVDs. TV’s first how-to - to aviation program. Enter the exciting world of airplane homebuilding and restoration. P/N 13-07442 ............... $59.99

BIG ROCKS AND LONG PROPS VOLUME I

50 thrilling minutes of water assisted landings, big rocks, big tires, and great flying in a Super Cub and Experimental Maule (A.K.A. Bushwacker) Alaska and Northwest bush pilot Loni Habersatter and Northwest bush pilot Greg Miller take you into their incredible playground of rock bars and water landings - on P/N 13-04018 ............... $33.95

BIG ROCKS & LONG PROPS - VOLUME II

You will go from Greg’s training ground to the desert and on to the mountains. The main movie is 40+ minutes long and includes a commentary track. There is a section on field repair and a section on the STOL competition for the bush class in Valdez Alaska for 2006. In all, almost 90 minutes of playing time. It has Greg Miller flying “Bushwacker” and also the 5 place Sherpa, which is basically a Super Cub on steroids. It also features Doug Keller and his amazing, Husky Cub P/N 13-04384 ............... $33.95

BIG ROCKS AND LONG PROPS VOLUME III

See the culmination of 30 years of bush flying experience as Paul flies his Turbine Otter and Super Cub in the rugged wilderness of the Wrangell-St. Elias National Park. Watch Greg as he learns the ins and outs of ski-flying in one of the most challenging places in Alaska, where the margin between life and death can be extremely thin. P/N 13-05728 ............... $33.95

BIG ROCKS & LONG PROPS VOLUME VOL. 5

Join Greg Miller on his Alaskan Adventure. Greg flies his experimental Maule a.k.a. Bushwacker to Alaska in the winter of 2008. The setting for this adventure is the Wrangell-St. Elias National Park. You’ll see Greg landing his ski-equipped airplane on snow, ice, rock, and water. Come along as he climbs an ice fall, skis up mountain peaks, and skis down virgin snow-covered mountains. Running Time: 121 minutes P/N 13-06275 ............... $33.95

BIG ROCKS & LONG PROPS - HIGH COUNTRY VOLUME 5

Big Rocks & Long Props Volume 5 - High Country DVD. Greg Miller, tired of the rain in the Pacific Northwest, heads for some dry, relatively low altitude country with the founder of Nflightcam, Patrick Carter. Greg is interested in exploring and Patrick will provide the shots using a Canon 1080p HD camera and multiple Contour Plus cameras mounted to various parts of Bushwacker. Join them for this adventure as they explore the breathtaking scenery of the desert high-country. P/N 13-11977 ............... $33.95

HOODRIVER BASIN COZY

In this DVD they’ll fly you around the lush green Hood River Basin in Oregon. During this scenic flight, you’ll fly so close to Mt Hood, Mt Rainier, Mt St Helens and Mt Jefferson, it’ll seem like you can reach out and just touch the snow covered peaks. Along the way, they will pass through the majestic Columbia River Gorge. The DVD length is 25 minutes................. P/N 13-08044 ............... $19.95

THINGS MY FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR NEVER TOLD ME

Topics like fuel management, flight planning, reluctant passengers, dealing with weather, the FAA, buying and owning an aircraft, as well as moving up to bigger and faster aircraft, are all discussed with humor and wit. He also discusses the people in aviation he has met that have had an influence on his flying career.

Book................. P/N 13-03831 ............... $19.95

E-Book................. P/N 13-09969 ............... $16.85

THE 100 HOUR INSPECTION POWERPLANT

Step by step demonstration of a 100 hour inspection of the powerplant section of a Lycoming 0-360 powered Piper Arrow. Explains every segment of the inspection process from an initial AD search to the final log entries. It details each procedure along with the techniques, tool and material usage, and plenty of professional hints and tips. Covers safety wiring techniques............ P/N 13-03883 ............... $24.95

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST

CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

PROFICIENT FLYING

3 DVD BOX SET

Disc 1 examines takeoff techniques, spins, engine failure after takeoff, control surface failures, weight & balance and measuring airspeed. Disc 2 covers rejected takeoff & landings, slips, power off glides, pilot static pitfalls, how to fly a taildragger and accident investigations utilizing computer generation. Disc 3 features aircraft ditching, how to swing one’s compass, engine operating hints, unusual approaches, how to fly a seaplane, & how it all works. P/N 13-03647 ............... $36.50

RUDDER FUNDAMENTALS

Most pilots admire the skills of a good stick: an aerobatic pilot rolling on top of a loop the pilot floats plane on a tiny mountain lake or the local tailwheel pilot making a perfect touchdown in a strong cross wind? Have you wondered what you can do to become a confident and skillful flyer? Actually there are only two fundamentals to master: Don’t cause the airplane to stall Recognize and control yaw. My Key Points video Stall, Upset and Spin Recovery explores the first fundamental. Using ground school and film clips from the air, Rudder Fundamentals offers a unique and valuable presentation of the second fundamental; the recognition and control of yaw. You will: Learn to control adverse, P-factor and gyroscopic yaw. Master the Dutch roll, the definitive stick and rudder skill. Learn to use the technique of cross controlled rudder and aileron to perform a plethora, of aerial maneuvers. P/N 13-12925 ............... $19.95

“121.5” EMERGENCY

Real life emergencies, actual ATC recordings! Hosted by TV personality and flight instructor MayCay Beeler, this unfor- gettable DVD recaptures the actual ATC recordings of a pilot and ground communications in real emergencies, brought to life with stunning animation and graphics. Listen, learn, and live. “121.5” DVD. P/N 13-02854 ............... $21.95

CHASING LEWIS & CLARK ACROSS AMERICA

Climb into the cockpit to get a different, low-altitude perspective on America. Set to stirring music, select-ed photographs from the Chasing Lewis & Clark Across America book provide a view of our country that will nourish one’s patriotic soul. From the virgin wilderness that Lewis and Clark discovered, to cities with the creations of man, this collection of photographs is like a tightly woven tapestry of America. The other half of the DVD provides a behind the scenes look at the trip including plane construction. DVD total 45 minutes, Wide screen. Stereo. Book (P/N 13-04562) and Book/DVD Combo (P/N 13-04564) available.

DVD....................... P/N 13-04563 ............... $19.95

Book....................... P/N 13-04562 ............... $37.95

Book/DVD Combo ....................... P/N 13-04564 ............... $57.50

CUBDRIVER 749ER ALASKA

Join Cubdriver/749er and friends as we travel across the Alaskan frontier showcasing the off-road capabilities of the Piper Super Cub. Whether an expert aviator or novice pilot, Cubdriver: Alaska™ will certainly entertain with over 2 1/2 hours of Super cub action! P/N 13-05736 ............... $35.00

CUBDRIVER: NO SECOND CHANCES

Cubdriver is back...and better then ever. Join professional bush-pilot, Loni Habersatet and Alaskan guide, Donald C. Martin, on a real-life adventure as they challenge the rugged Alaskan Range in their newest installment to the popular “Cubdriver” series. Focusing specifically on Off-Way landings, this is his most challenging adventure yet. Once committed to land, there’s no going around, and “No Second Chances.” Filmed in 16.9 HD DVD Stereo Run time is: 2 hours 1 min. P/N 13-09883 ............... $35.00

BUILDING YOUR OWN ZENAIR FLOAT

Zenair now offers their popular experimental aircraft floats as a kit which can be built with relatively simple construction techniques. This provides a substantial reduction in the cost of ownership making floats now affordable for many aircraft owners. (See www.ZenairFloats.com for product information and prices) While this video demonstrates the construction of a Zenair float, it does not show: the rigging of floats to an aircraft, spreader bars, mounting tires, nor other repetitive tasks such as painting, priming, riveting, etc. The effort was to keep the content of the video restricted to the unique tasks of float construction. P/N 13-09049 ............... $42.95

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE EAST

PEACHTREE CITY, GA • (877) 477-7823